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**Integrated pest management: the push–pull approach for controlling insect pests and weeds of cereals, and its potential for other agricultural systems including animal husbandry**
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This paper describes the ‘push–pull’ or ‘stimulo-deterrent diversionary’ strategy in relation to current and potential examples from our own experiences. The push–pull effect is established by exploiting semiochemicals to repel insect pests from the crop (‘push’) and to attract them into trap crops (‘pull’). The systems exemplified here have been developed for subsistence farming in Africa and delivery of the semiochemicals is entirely by companion cropping, i.e. intercropping for the push and trap cropping for the pull. The main target was a series of lepidopterous pests attacking maize and other cereals. Although the area given to the cereal crop itself is reduced under the push–pull system, higher yields are produced per unit area. An important spin-off from the project is that the companion crops are valuable forage for farm animals. Leguminous intercrops also provide advantages with regard to plant nutrition and some of the trap crops help with water retention and in reducing land erosion. A major benefit is that certain intercrop plants provide dramatic control of the African witchweed (striga). Animal husbandry forms an essential part of intensive subsistence agriculture in Africa and developments using analogous push–pull control strategies for insect pests of cattle are exemplified.
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### 1. INTRODUCTION

Many systems for integrating different pest control techniques have been developed. These often rely on improving cultural practices to minimize fertilizer and pesticide inputs (Glen et al. 1995; Van Emden & Peakall 1996; Waterlow et al. 1998; Brooks & Roberts 1999; Gurr et al. 2004). However, for subsistence farming in Africa, there are insufficient resources for using fertilizers and pesticides, and even hybrid seed may be economically inappropriate (Gurr et al. 2004; Hester & Harrison 2005). In addition to the poor economy of subsistence farming, there is an uncertainty of whether or not the rains will come, meaning that the farmer will be justifiably reluctant to invest in technologies that would undoubtedly improve the crop, because there may be no crop at all. It has been stated that ‘farmers in more than two million demonstration plots have shown that they can double and triple yields, using relatively modest packages of improved seeds, fertilizers and good management practices. And yet, average national yields for maize, sorghum, and millet have not improved appreciably, as farmers have found it difficult to adopt these improved packages of practices due to high input prices especially for fertilizer, and volatile market prices for grains’ (Borlaug 2004).

Although the situation for agriculture in industrialized countries is economically very different from subsistence farming in Africa or elsewhere in the world, these countries also need to respond to a policy, now almost universal, of reducing fertilizer, and particularly pesticide, inputs in favour of exploiting natural processes. Industrialized countries may, therefore, be faced with learning from successes in integrated pest management (IPM) established within developing countries and there is a great potential for this in the studies described here. Molecular techniques are available to move more rapidly in this direction, not only by creating genetically modified crops and farm animals (Royal Society Reports 2001, 2002) but also by better breeding programmes, both of which could apply to advancements from the work described here for all types of agriculture.

There are two main alternatives to pest control by the broad-spectrum eradicant pesticides currently in use. One method is the exploitation of semiochemicals, including pheromones, which are natural signals that affect changes in the behaviour or development of many organisms (Hardie & Minks 1999; Matthes et al. 2003). The second comprises biological control agents, which range from pathogens of pests to other antagonistic organisms, including predators and parasitoids (Powell & Pickett 2003). Plants bred conventionally for resistance, or genetically modified organisms (GMOs) expressing
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2. THE STEM BORER PESTS OF AFRICA

The stem borer pests of cereal crops in sub-Saharan Africa comprise the larvae of a number of members of the Lepidoptera, both indigenous species, as exemplified by the maize stalk borer *Busseola fusca* (Noctuidae), and non-indigenous, or introduced, stem borers such as the spotted stem borer, *Chilo partellus* (Crambidae). *B. fusca* is distributed throughout sub-Saharan Africa, whereas *C. partellus* is mainly found in Eastern and southeastern African countries (*Kfir et al.* 2002). Their feeding habits on maize and sorghum result in yield losses of up to 88%, depending on the cultivar planted, developmental stage of the plant at infestation, infestation rate and prevailing environmental conditions, among other factors (*Kfir et al.* 2002). These insects use a range of grasses (*Khan et al.* 1997b; *Khan & Polaszek* 1998; *Rebe et al.* 2004) including indigenous crops such as sorghum and the introduced maize. Whether on the crops or on wild grass hosts, the larvae of the stem borers are parasitized by a range of predominantly hymenopterous parasitoids such as *Cotesia sesamiae* (Braconidae). As with most lepidopterous hosts, these parasitic wasps search for plants containing the larvae by detecting volatile semiochemicals produced as a consequence of larval feeding damage.

In spite of relatively wide host ranges for the pests, it would be expected that some grasses (Poaceae and related families) would be unsuitable hosts. In addition, some species growing in agroecosystems including non-poaceous crop plants would also be unsuitable hosts. Thus, our initial hypothesis was that it would be possible to identify hosts which are more strongly attractive to adult stem borers than the crop plants themselves. This would be based on such ‘super hosts’ releasing volatile semiochemicals that would act as pre-colonization cues and thus establish greater levels of oviposition by the gravid females. Work at Rothamsted and elsewhere had already shown that, although a number of the semiochemicals used in this process are common to many plants, specific responses in the olfactory system of the insects could allow particular patterns of host selection (*Bruce et al.* 2005). Furthermore, work also pioneered at Rothamsted had clearly demonstrated that additional compounds characterizing unsuitable hosts, or ratios of ubiquitous compounds typical of unsuitable hosts, could be used in host avoidance (*Birkett et al.* 2000; *Pickett & Poppy* 2001). Such avoidance is extremely important to herbivorous insects to reduce expenditure of resources in ovipositing on plants that will not eventually act as exploitable hosts.

The first phase, therefore, in developing a push–pull system against stem borers was to establish plots of as many grasses and other plants as possible which would be found in the targeted agroecosystems, and to determine their relative attractancy to pests. This was achieved by establishing triplicated plots, principally on members of the Poaceae but also Cyperaceae and Typhinae, as well as some leguminous crops and cattle forage plants, at the ICIPE Field Station at Mbita Point in the Suba District of Nyanza Province, on the banks of Lake Victoria (*Khan et al.* 1997b). From this preliminary work, it was established that molasses grass, *Melinis minutiflora* (Poaceae), was so unattractive that it received no significant oviposition. Although oviposition was used as a criterion for attractancy in this work, this is not rigorous at the behavioural level, as oviposition itself results in contact by the insect. However, the issue of choice between hosts and non–hosts had to be established...
### Table 1. Stem borer damage and populations on maize in 'push–pull' plots in Trans-Nzoia and Suba districts of Kenya during the 1998 and 1999 long rains seasons. (Adapted from Khan et al. 2001). T, treatment, i.e. designated companion planting; C, control. Significant difference at \( p \leq 0.05 \), \( p \leq 0.01 \), between treatment and control; —, not applicable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>maize + Napier + molasses grass</th>
<th>stem borers/40 maize plants</th>
<th>stem borer damage (%)</th>
<th>maize + Napierb maize</th>
<th>stem borers/40 maize plants</th>
<th>stem borer damage (%)</th>
<th>maize + Napierc maize</th>
<th>stem borers/40 maize plants</th>
<th>stem borer damage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Trans-Nzoia</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>35.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Suba</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>39.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Trans-Nzoia</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>39.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Suba</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>57.4</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>35.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each technology, data collected from 10 farmers.

b Use of Napier grass as trap plant for stem borers.

c Use of Napier grass as attractant to stem borers and desmodium or molasses grass to repel stem borers from maize field.

Economically and for early incorporation into farming systems. At the same time, two cattle forage grasses, Sudan grass, *Sorghum vulgare sudanense* (Poaceae), and Napier grass, *Pennisetum purpureum* (Poaceae), were found to be highly attractive, certainly more so than maize (Khan et al. 1997b).

### 3. The Move Towards Push–Pull

Field trials were initially established at Mbita Point and at the Kenyan Agricultural Research Institute’s (KARI) field site at Kitale, Trans-Nzoia District, in which \( 50 \times 50 \) m plots of maize were compared, in terms of stem borer attack, with a similarly sized plot incorporating a surround of two rows of Napier grass. A bare patch of ground was required between the maize and the Sudan or Napier grass, so that the trap crops would not take water or soil nutrients from the main crop. Where the maize was grown as a monocrop, there was a statistically significantly higher level of stem borer attack, as measured by cutting the stems and investigating for larval mining (16.8 and 27.5% in the treatment and control plots, respectively, in Suba District, Kenya; 10 and 20.9% in the treatment and control plots, respectively, in Trans-Nzoia district, Kenya; Khan et al. 2001). Similar comparative trials were established using molasses grass, growing this as a one-to-one intercrop without changing the maize row spacing. Here, the reduction in stem borer damage was even more dramatic (for example, damage reduced from 39.2 to 4.6%; Khan et al. 1997b).

At this stage of preliminary success, the prospect of separate push or pull systems was introduced to the farming communities in Suba and Trans-Nzoia. This was achieved by farmers visiting the field station sites and by technical support staff visiting the farms of those expressing interest in developing this technology. It was quickly seen that the farmers were managing the push and pull systems independently and that they were highly satisfied with the improvement in control of stem borers. Technical staff from the programme continued to visit these farmers to measure damage and yields (table 1). The farmers themselves were quick to realize that they could exploit increased production of cattle forage, particularly in the case of Napier grass. By the end of 2000 more than 500 farmers had already joined the programme, and by the end of 2005 more than 4000 farmers were practising push–pull in Western and Central Kenya. The first investigation of stem borer host discrimination was made in 1994–1995 (Khan et al. 1997b), and by 1996–1997 farmers had started to put together the push and the pull (approx. 300 farmers in Uganda and 100 in Tanzania; Khan et al. 2000, 2001).

### 4. The Scientific Base

Although it had always been the intention to exploit repellent or non-host semiochemistry (push) and attractant semiochemistry (pull), we originally used simple oviposition measurements to determine the comparative attractancy between unsuitable and suitable hosts. In order to understand the process, it was necessary to investigate the underlying semiochemistry of the push and pull companion plants. This is an
essential part of maintaining sustainability in the event that new planting material might be different, or may have genetically drifted away from that originally investigated. Thus, volatile compounds released by Sudan grass, Napier grass and other highly attractive hosts were captured by absorption onto a porous polymer. These volatiles were eluted from the polymer with a solvent and the samples subjected to gas chromatographic (GC) analysis coupled directly to a preparation from the moth antenna (an electroantennogram (EAG)), to enable identification of semiochemicals likely to have attractant activity at the levels released by the plant.

Subsequent analysis by GC-coupled mass spectrometry and other complementary studies showed a number of key compounds to be involved, including those typical of poaceous plants (Khan et al. 2000). An extension of the hypothesis expressed above was that the repellent (push) molasses grass would contain some additional compounds confirming its unacceptability. The five electrophysiologically active compounds identified from molasses grass were found to include 
\((E)-\text{ocimene}\) and \((E)-4,8\text{-dimethyl-1,3,7-nonatriene}\), immediately suggesting the mechanism by which this plant repelled adult stem borers. These two compounds are well known to be produced by a plant repelled adult stem borers. These two compounds were acting as cues denoting stem borer colonization, which incoming gravid females need to avoid to prevent cannibalism of their eggs and young larvae. For each compound, the electrophysiological studies were supported by behavioural work (Khan et al. 2000), which confirmed the attractiveness of the first group of compounds and the repellency of the additional cues from molasses grass. Indeed, early in the work, the value of this knowledge in establishing quality control was clear, in that molasses grass from the Suba District did not perform as well as the planting material obtained subsequently from the Thika region of Central Kenya. Larval survival studies also showed that, specifically on Napier grass, there was a low rate of survival compared with maize and other hosts, caused by a sticky exudation from the grass which often killed later instar larvae (figure 1).

In the field, although fewer stem borer larvae were found on maize where molasses grass was used as the intercrop, i.e. only the push component, and also in the full push–pull approach, there was increased parasitism as a consequence of increased foraging by the parasitoids. This could be explained by the release of \((E)-\text{ocimene}\) and \((E)-4,8\text{-dimethyl-1,3,7-nonatriene}\) by the molasses grass, which, as well as repelling adult stem borers, would also be expected to increase parasitoid foraging. As has already been stated, these compounds are released from grasses highly infested with stem borer larvae. Indeed, behavioural experiments showed that the \((E)-4,8\text{-dimethyl-1,3,7-nonatriene}\), at a similar level to that released by the molasses grass, caused the same level of attraction as the molasses grass itself and the volatiles isolated by entrainment onto the porous polymer (Khan et al. 1997a).

Further studies, arising from attempts to understand why some wild grasses are more attractive than cultivated crop plants, have shown diurnal variation in the volatiles released by these plants. For stem borer oviposition, we identified over 30 physiologically active compounds in the volatile profiles emitted by four poaceous plant species: blue thatching grass (Hyparrhenia tamba), Napier grass, sorghum and maize (Chamberlain et al. 2006). The total quantities of volatiles collected hourly, over a 9 h period, from \(P.\ purpureum\) and \(H.\ tamba\) showed a hundredfold increase in the first hour of the scotophase. Thereafter, the amount decreased rapidly to the levels present during the photophase. Although the onset of the scotophase also triggered an increase in the quantities of volatiles collected from two cultivars of sorghum, and two out of three cultivars of maize, these increases were much less dramatic than that in the two wild grasses, being only 10 times as much as in the last hour of the photophase. Analysis of the volatiles, by gas chromatography, showed that up to 95% of the increase in volatiles at the onset of the scotophase was due to just four compounds, the green leaf volatiles hexanal, \((E)-2\text{-hexenal}\), \((Z)-3\text{-hexen-1-ol}\) and \((Z)-3\text{-hexen-1-yl acetate}\), with the latter dominating the volatile profile. Gravid female stem borer moths are known to seek oviposition sites during the first 6 h of the scotophase, with most of the activity in the first 2 h. Although further behavioural studies are required, the

---

**Figure 1.** (a) Feeding marks of stem borer larvae on Napier leaves and (b) production of sticky exudate by Napier grass tissue in response to penetration by first- and second-instar stem borer larvae. Adapted from Khan & Pickett (2004).
combination of these two factors, i.e. the electrophysiological response to green leaf volatiles and the coincidence of production of large amounts of these compounds with time of oviposition flights by moths, suggests that the insects are using the increase in green leaf volatiles occurring at nightfall for host location. These factors would also explain why the wild grasses are more attractive than the cultivated crop plants for egg laying, since these plants produce much larger amounts of the green leaf volatiles at nightfall than do the maize and sorghum.

5. EXPANSION OF THE PUSH–PULL SYSTEM

After the successes in 1995, ICIPE, in collaboration with KARI and the Kenyan Ministry of Agriculture, began to expand into new regions. Extremes were represented by the Suba District (arid and infertile) and Trans-Nzoia (wet and highly fertile), but regions displaying intermediate conditions were also encountered, for example at Kakamega and at Bungoma on the northern shore of Lake Victoria (figure 2).

At each site, there were clear advantages to the farmers from the livestock forage provided by the push–pull approach and, in the Suba District, the number of graded cows increased from 4 to 350. On farmers’ days, or ‘barazas’, there were discussions on the system and some modifications were made to allow for current agricultural practices. However, the main feature of the push–pull approach was to have two to three rows of the trap crop, preferably Napier grass but sometimes Sudan grass, growing around the maize plot at a distance of 1 m, the maize itself being normally spaced but with one row of molasses grass planted between five and seven rows of the crop. Kiswahili-speaking farmers considered that a better term for the system would be ‘vuta sukuma’ (‘pull–push’). This terminology was used in a radio programme, Tembea na Majeera, where a storyline explained the system, together with some stories of how farmers had travelled by bus between communities to transfer the technology. The farmers also explained that they would prefer to have the option of growing an edible bean as the intercrop, as was the tradition, rather than a cattle forage such as the molasses grass. A survey was the intercrop, as was the tradition, rather than a cattle forage such as the molasses grass. A survey was done to see if there were opportunities for these to act together with some stories of how farmers had travelled by bus between communities to transfer the technology. The farmers also explained that they would prefer to have the option of growing an edible bean as the intercrop, as was the tradition, rather than a cattle forage such as the molasses grass. A survey was done to see if there were opportunities for these to act as effective intercrops. Certainly, cowpea, Vigna unguiculata (Leguminosae = Fabaceae), gave a statistically significant reduction in stem borers when grown one-to-one with maize, but this was a weak effect compared with that of molasses grass. However, although not an edible bean, the forage legume silverleaf, Desmodium uncinatum (Fabaceae), was seen to give promising results and, by the main rainy season of 1997, silverleaf grown one-to-one with maize was widely employed in the Suba District. During these trials, it was also noted that, where this intercrop was used, the parasitic African witchweed or striga, Striga hermonthica (Scrophulariaceae), was controlled to an extent readily visible to technical staff and farmers alike. In regions with a high striga level, some seed from molasses grass, and the farmers could propagate silverleaf desmodium vegetatively by taking cuttings. The regions currently under push–pull in Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania, as a consequence of expansion driven by the effective control of stem borers and now striga, are given in figure 2. This was achieved by a combination of processes involving the research and extension communities. In Kenya, the main approach for dissemination of the push–pull technology was through 110 farmer-teachers, in 12 districts in Western Kenya, working as village extension staff in teaching new farmers how to plant push–pull fields. Each farmer-teacher taught an average of 10 new farmers every year and was provided with a notebook, avertiﬁcation ﬁeld trial, together with fertilizer and ground cover treatments, which differentially demonstrated that the control was through an allelopathic or allelobiotic effect (Khan et al. 2002).

6. THE PUSH–PULL SYSTEM AND STRIGA CONTROL

Problems were encountered in providing sufficient silverleaf seed for the expanding programme. Previously, most of the companion crops had been provided through vegetative propagation, except for some seed from molasses grass, and the farmers could easily trade such planting material between themselves. However, for the desmodium, seed production needed to become part of the programme. Silverleaf and other Desmodium species are now grown in the push–pull system on a one-to-one basis (figure 3) and after harvesting the maize, the desmodium plants, growing perennially, are allowed to set seed which the farmer can harvest or sell. The desmodium is then cut down to the ground, fed to cattle or ensiled with Napier grass and, for the next season, the maize is sown into a drill cut by a hoe (‘jembe’ in Kiswahili). Although this practice provided some seed, further resources were needed, so women’s groups were resourced to establish monocultures of silverleaf and other Desmodium species for seed production (figure 4).

At this point, the services of a Small to Medium Enterprise, Western Seeds, were brought to bear in a collaborative effort in which they bought certified seed and then sold it on to new farmers, or to farmers expanding their smallholdings. One enterprising region, in Muranga, Muragua and Kirinyaga districts in Central Kenya, unable to obtain sufficient seed and working somewhat independently of the main programme, devised an ingenious way in which to propagate silverleaf desmodium vegetatively by taking cuttings. The regions currently under push–pull in Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania, as a consequence of expansion driven by the effective control of stem borers and now striga, are given in figure 2. This was achieved by a combination of processes involving the research and extension communities. In Kenya, the main approach for dissemination of the push–pull technology was through 110 farmer-teachers, in 12 districts in Western Kenya, working as village extension staff in teaching new farmers how to plant push–pull fields. Each farmer-teacher taught an average of 10 new farmers every year and was provided with a notebook, a bicycle and a bicycle maintenance allowance of Ksh 750 ($10) per month. The ICIPE technician met with the farmer-teachers every month to evaluate their progress. Within 2 years, these farmer-teachers were able to teach push–pull technology to 2000 new farmers. Many farmers have agreed to maintain plots without companion cropping and, for 14 districts in Kenya, there are comparative data on yields (figure 5).

Cost analysis has been done (table 2) which shows that the return on labour and investment is better than for other systems. These data do not yet include the value to production of cattle and dairy goats, now taking in components of the push–pull system in other regions.
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Further socio-economic analysis is still required, since there are aspects which are noticeable but which have yet to be quantified. For example, improved family cohesiveness, which could help issues such as local security all the way through to the problems of HIV, has been observed. In terms of transferring this technology, the main effort now will be to expand into regions not yet covered and also to investigate exit strategies. It is imperative that, in devising exit strategies, links remain in place for technological intervention. The need for this has been clearly demonstrated by the recent discovery of a new phytoplasma stunting disease in the Napier grass. This is affecting Napier grass production, whether in the push–pull system or when grown as a monoculture for dairy herds, from Ethiopia down to Malawi. Through the links between Africa and Rothamsted, the causative agent was identified and now, in collaboration with Africa, also involving the University of Cardiff, the vector is being identified. Having identified the vector, which is a homopteran leafhopper, a realistic programme of breeding for resistance in
Napier grass can be embarked upon. The push–pull system can be taken up beyond this particular project, provided that farmers can acquire the necessary knowledge and techniques for establishing the companion crops and, for example, the Sasakawa Africa Foundation in Ethiopia under Marco Quinones (2006, personal communication) has successfully established *Desmodium* species as intercrops.

The introduction of Bt maize, i.e. employing transgenic insect resistance, and maize resistant to herbicides such as the imidazoliones for control of striga, are important developments. These, by definition, are delivered by hybrid maize seed and may not be suitable for all socio-economic conditions, particularly those subsistence farmers targeted here for the programmes controlling stem borers and striga. However, where appropriate, integration with these techniques should be considered, and preliminary work in South Africa on Bt maize and push–pull (Midega *et al.* 2006), and in Kenya and Uganda on herbicide-tolerant maize and push–pull, have shown promise. In any event, the juxtaposition of insect pest and weed control in systems integrating push–pull with other approaches gives the farmer the best possible situation from which to make informed choices.

7. LONG-TERM OPPORTUNITIES FOR BIOTECHNOLOGICAL EXPLOITATION

It may be considered that producing a maize variety capable of releasing (E)-ocimene and (E)-4,8-dimethyl-1,3,7-nonatriene from the intact plants, as is the case with molasses grass, would be a way forward. Maize is already capable of producing both compounds, but only does so, at sufficient levels for crop protection, at high levels of infestation. None the less, if release could be enhanced and linked to earlier and more minor stages of infestation, perhaps even just oviposition, then the maize would protect itself more effectively. Such efficient protection may allow selection among the stem borers to rely more heavily on other cues, and the parasitic wasps could be selected for cues more closely associated with their hosts. However, the integrated push–pull system involves other means of pest population reduction, i.e. the trap crop, which would mitigate against immediate selection pressures. The gene for (E)-ocimene synthesis in *Arabidopsis* and some other plants (Dudareva *et al.* 2003; Fäldt *et al.* 2003; Arimura *et al.* 2004) is known, but not yet the gene for the synthesis of (E)-4,8-dimethyl-1,3,7-nonatriene. However, this is being studied at Rothamsted and in Wageningen, the Netherlands, and perhaps at other centres working on plant stress and plant molecular biology. Maize already contains certain compounds, the hydroxamic acids or benzoxazinones (Frey *et al.* 1997), which are antibiotic against pests and diseases, and at Rothamsted there is an active plant breeding programme exploiting this pathway against pests and diseases in wheat (Ruth Gordon-Weeks 2006, personal communication), and at Charles Sturt University, Wagga Wagga, Australia (Jim Pratley 2005, personal communication) against weeds. This could easily be exploited in a plant breeding programme for the benefit of African farmers, where it would be possible to deliver the genetics into open pollinated land races, thereby fitting in more closely with current practice.

Perhaps the most pressing target is the control of striga by *Desmodium* species. This has been demonstrated to involve germination stimulation, comparable to that induced by host plants of striga, and a post-germination inhibitory effect measured by inhibition of seed radicle development in the striga. Many legumes cause germination of striga seeds but, apparently, only the *Desmodium* genus produces highly effective inhibitory compounds. Characterization of these compounds demonstrates that they are unusual C-glycosylated flavonoids. Since legumes are rich in flavonoids, the specific enzymes affecting the C-glycosylation would need to be introduced into edible bean legumes in the first instance. This process could be helped by the advanced genetics already being applied to *Medicago truncatula* (Lamblin *et al.* 2003) and *Lotus japonicus* (Kato *et al.* 2003; Kouchi *et al.* 2004), and to other technologies now available for studying plants for which the full genomic sequence has not yet been determined, as with the *Desmodium* species. If this type of approach to weed control continues to be successful and can be exploited using biotechnology, as proposed, then there are lessons for such approaches in industrialized agricultural cropping situations.
8. PROSPECTS FOR PUSH–PULL IN CONTROLLING LIVESTOCK PESTS AND DISEASE VECTORS

Combinations of repellent and attractant semiochemistry may also find use in push–pull tactics for controlling livestock pests and disease vectors. Several possibilities are currently being explored. The adults of the brown ear tick, *Rhipicephalus appendiculatus*, the vector of the cattle disease East Coast Fever (*Theileria*), have been shown to use push–pull semiochemistry to locate bovid ears (Wanzala et al. 2004). Thus, odour collected from the anal region repels the tick and that from ears will attract it. Interestingly, in a related species, *Rhipicephalus evertsi*, which prefers to feed around the anal region, the two semiochemicals perform the opposite functions. Preliminary experiments with odour collections from the anal region of cattle have shown that it is possible to mask the attraction of the ear to the brown ear tick. A large proportion of the ticks that were released on different regions of cattle failed to locate their feeding site and eventually dropped off (Sika & Hassanali 1996, unpublished observation). Characterization of the attractant semiochemicals may allow the development of a push–pull tactic that combines the use of a source of a synthetic or botanical tick repellent at the ear and an attractant-baited trap treated with fungal pathogen or acaricide located on the back of the animal.

Tsetse flies (vectors of animal and human sleeping sickness) show a gradation of feeding preference on different vertebrate animals and appear to use push–pull semiochemistry actively to avoid some hosts and to locate those which are preferred (Gikonyo et al. 2000). Identification of a series of kairomones for savannah tsetse from preferred hosts (Hall et al. 1984; Owaga et al. 1988) facilitated the development of baited traps and targets (the latter impregnated with insecticides) effective in large-scale suppression of these species (Vale et al. 1988; Brightwell et al. 1991). Several synthetic and natural repellents, including a constituent of bovid odours, 2-methoxypyrone, have been evaluated but were found not to be sufficiently effective in protecting cattle in the field (Torr et al. 1996). However, recent identification of a potent repellent blend from waterbuck, *Kobus defassa* (Gikonyo et al. 2002, 2003), which is refractory to tsetse, may provide much better protection for cattle and an effective push component in the push–pull approach for faster and more effective suppression of tsetse populations, particularly where cattle are the dominant source of...
a blood meal for the flies. A preliminary experiment undertaken on the Kenyan coast, comparing the effects of protecting cattle with a synthetic repellent (push), baited traps (pull) and a combination of these two (push–pull), suggests a better performance of the push–pull approach in suppressing tsetse (Spalanga of protecting cattle with a synthetic repellent (push), a blood meal for the flies. A preliminary experiment of one breed show consistent differences in fly loads of formulation to repel flies from cattle (Birkett et al. 2004). The push–pull could be established by combining this approach with highly attractive individuals treated frequently with, for example, a bioinsecticide such as pyrethrum.

Push–pull may also find a useful application in controlling malaria vectors, particularly zoophilic species like *Anopheles arabiensis*. The use of animals to divert (pull) mosquitoes from feeding on and transmitting disease to human beings (zooprophylaxis) has been considered as a possible tool in reducing mosquito numbers and levels of malaria (WHO 1982). Indeed, changing agricultural practices, resulting in more effective diversion of mosquitoes to farm animals, may have been an important factor contributing to the disappearance of malaria from Europe and parts of North America (Bruce-Chwatt 1985). However, in Africa and Asia, livestock keeping has been associated with increased malaria prevalence, particularly where cattle sheds are close to human dwellings (Bouma & Rowland 1995; Seyoum et al. 2002). A major handicap is that no methodological scientific study has been undertaken on the effects of the relative proportion and spatial relation of the two hosts, and the effect of mixing of their competing odour plumes on the degree of diversion. A recent theoretical study suggests that effective zooprophylaxis is dependent on such factors (Nedorezov et al. 2005). In addition, incorporation of a push component in households, in the form of repellent fumigants from readily available local plants, could have a significant effect on malaria incidence.

9. CONCLUDING REMARKS ON INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT

Clearly, by accepting farmer practices such as kilimo cha mchanganyiko, but by underpinning these practices with sound hypothesis-driven science, new technologies with which to alleviate poverty in subsistence agrarian communities can be developed. Since these communities need somewhat different technologies from those already developed for agriculture in industrialized countries, there are lessons being learned which could, none the less, be applied to the latter. Certainly, organic farming in industrialized countries could benefit, but also, by forcing routes other than simple heterologous plant gene expression, this approach could help to develop a new generation of GM-protected plants, with an exciting intervening period of development by more conventional plant breeding techniques. After pioneering work by others (Pyke et al. 1987; Miller & Cowles 1990), we now see push–pull technology established as a reliable IPM system. Push–pull is also applicable without needing conventional pesticides, as do many IPM practices or even genetic modification, although better breeding and GMOs can easily be incorporated with mutual benefits. Still more resources are needed to further the expansion of these technologies. To this end, the newly formed Kilimo Trust is funding studies into second generation research questions associated with large-scale extension and diffusion of push–pull technologies among smallholder farmers, and to develop partnerships with extension services in East Africa. Constraints mainly revolve around the farmers themselves and the need to produce clean stands of the companion crops. This rigour is best transmitted farmer-to-farmer, but there must be technical involvement to maintain standards and to ‘troubleshoot’, and to link any serious problems from the latter to a science input in order to solve the problem, as with the Napier grass stunting disease. Key to long-term promulgation is the need to identify locally growing and agronomically suitable companion crops for the full push–pull approach, and to deal with new problems and any selection for resistance by the insect pests or weeds in the semiochemical strategies underpinning the push–pull system described here. Given these issues, this programme will continue to contribute to establishing food security in sub-Saharan Africa and the inevitable benefits this will have on the social and political situations there. We hope that it will inspire similar efforts in the control of other pests, pathogens and weeds of crops, as well as of livestock pests and disease vectors.
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